
Ideal POS
 � Comprehensive Point of Sale system
 � Extensive reporting of deep analytics
 � Customer data for marketing outreach
 � Cash controls, inventory & invoicing
 � Log into IdealOne Mobile from any smart 

phone for instant access to business reports 
and metrics in real time, any time

 � Export data to accounting & payroll software
 � Manage labor costs

Cashless
 � Sell entitlements and time play from anywhere
 � Self-service kiosks minimize resources
 � Get real-time data on game performances
 � Wireless reader with four-way scan, blinking 

lights, and full-color video display
 � Build customer loyalty programs and 

explore marketing opportunities
 � Lower price sensitivity encourages customers 

to spend more at your facility

Point of Sale
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One Seamless System
An end-to-end unified system that provides improved operations and real-time 
insights into customers, inventory, sales, financials, and more. Every profit center is 
integrated under a single, comprehensive system that unifies Point of Sale with the 
facility’s food and beverage, party center, arcade and other attractions, giving you 
the tools to deliver a superior customer experience.

Built-in Cashless System 
Increase revenue by offering the ability to sell, 
recharge and track loyalty cards, gift cards, tickets 
and wristbands throughout your business’ entrances, 
attractions, arcade and concessions or restaurant. 

Automate your 
operations
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Point of Sale
Simplify Food and Beverage
Customize your floor layout and manage individual tables within the POS. Manage 
orders by table and seat to ensure orders are placed accurately. Send orders to the 
kitchen display or kitchen printers. Easily add to an order throughout the meal. When 
the meal is complete, split checks by guest in seconds to ensure happy customers.

Manage Events
Eliminate time-consuming tasks and 
streamline events management by leveraging 
event calendars and an array of tools. Book 
events in moments. The booking wizard makes 
the entire process quick and efficient. Flexible 
reports and customizable query tools puts any 
information at your fingertips.

Labor Saving Inventory Management
Track inventory for sales forecasting. Create purchase orders. 

Real-time Analytics
Leverage real-time sales and inventory numbers, customer data, and analytics to guide your 
business. Integrated sales and inventory analytics enable you to pull out insights such as your best 
selling items and attractions, when it’s time to reorder, or your busiest hours. 

Capacity & Waivers
Sell every minute of the day to maximize your revenue potential. Whether you have jump 
time with limited capacity or tours with a specific time and limited capacity, the software 
easily manages it all keeping you informed of available capacity in real time. Built-in 
waivers allow you to associate a waiver quickly and easily to each guest at your facility.  
Guests can fill out a waiver at home or on site to be viewed and connected to each order. 
Everything is stored and tracked digitally for your protection.

Manage it all 
in one place

Streamline your 
day to day

Restaurant System
 � Color-coded table statuses (busy, open)
 � Recipe building
 � Shared server stations with individual drawer accountability
 � Split tabs, combine checks & other functions
 � Accommodates quick-serve, table-service 

or tab-style food & beverage
 � Customizable, user-friendly interface 

Events
 � Familiar, user-friendly drop-down grid
 � Accept deposits and tax-exempt groups
 � Automatic email confirmations
 � Customer contracts
 � PCI compliant
 � Manage labor costs
 � Build multiple events with a party booking

Ask about our 
other products.

Self-Serve Kiosks
Online Commerce

Cashless
Redemption

Events


